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CLARIN in eight bullets

- Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure

- ESFRI roadmap 2006, ESFRI ERIC status 2012, Landmark 2016

- Easy and sustainable access for scholars in SSH
- digital language data (written, spoken, video or multimodal)

- tools to discover, analyse, combine data wherever they are located

- single sign-on environment (you all can get an account)

- Ecosystem for knowledge exchange

- Some services integrated in EOSC
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CLARIN and Open Science

- Promotion of sharing & re-use of language 
data through sustainable data registries

- Adherence to FAIR data principles
- Findable
- Accessible
- Interoperable
- Re-usable

- Enhancement & deployment of 
interoperability of language data & services

- common metadata framework
- distributed network of FAIR certified data 

repositories for language data

- Promotion of
- comparative perspectives
- multidisciplinary collaboration
- transnational research
- responsible data science

- Support for linguistic diversity 
- data covering many languages 
- tools for many languages 
- language resources in all modalities
- discipline- & language-agnostic
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Full data interoperability: the macroscope
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CLARIN in countries and centres
A consortium of type ERIC

- 23 members

- 3 observers

- 1 linked party

A distributed network of 70 centres 

21 CTS certified data centres 

strong focus on FAIRness & interoperability

- federated login 

- central metadata harvesting for easy discovery    

- chained services

25 Knowledge Centres (e.g. CLASSLA, Knowledge centre for South Slavic Languages)
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The CLARIN data architecture: 
a network of distributed centre repositories
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Virtual Language Observatory
https://vlo.clarin.eu

- facet search

- links to landing pages

- download options

- details on licences

- details on technical features

- overview of tools that match
the data

- info on how to cite:

https://vlo.clarin.eu/
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ParlaMint
8
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Data Support
- data gaps: large language models, multimodal data, 

sign-language video data, domain-specific data
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(Giagkou et al. 2023)

define and develop a 

minimum set of language 

resources and capacities 

that all European 

languages should 

possess 

Krauwer 2003)
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Life isn‘t always FAIR

- Findable

- Accessible

- Interoperable

- Re-usable
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(Fišer and Lenardič 2020)

Surveyed 47 bilingual and 39 multilingual parallel corpora

- 38% cannot be found in the VLO

- 6% available for download & querying

- 12% completely unavailable

- 13% no info on size

- 31% no info on level of alignment

- 7% no licence info

- 12% not in CLARIN
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- Surveyed the landscape of linguistic data citation in 6 leading 
Slovene journals and in proceedings of 2 conferences focused on 
linguistics for 2013-2019 (Lenardič et al. 2020)

- 26% of the papers involve the use of language resources

- The resources deposited in a data catalogue virtually always 
incorrectly/incompletely cited

- Citation practices largely dependent on the instructions for authors 
of the particular publication

- Broader adoption of the Austin principles needed by publishers 
(Berez-Kroeker et al. 2017)

- Recognition of effort for resource and technology development 
needed within COARA Coalition
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Credit when credit’s due
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Deposit your own

- ELG

- ELRC-SHARE

- ELRA

- CLARIN

- META-SHARE

- LCD
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Close the loop

(Lenardič and Fišer 2022)

- 125 existing but still uncatalogued corpora
- 60% in LREC2020 (10% of proceedings)

- 17% in LRE journal 2016-2020 (22 issues)

- 23% corpora found through other channels

- 68% belong to existing CLARIN Resource Families

- 52% available for download (GitHub or personal websites)

- 13% available through online concordancers (corpus-specific)

- 8% available upon request

- 6% still in preparation at the time of publication of the paper

- 20% unclear availability 
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If You Deposit, You Better Deposit Very Well.
When You Have To Cite, Cite.

Questions & comments
on how to better support you and your work

welcome!
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